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The Missing Mouse is the 73rd one reel American animated Tom and Jerry short, created in 1951, directed
by William Hanna and Joseph Barbera and produced by Fred Quimby.It was the only cartoon in the
Hanna-Barbera era (1940â€“1958) that the music was not composed by Scott Bradley.Instead, Edward
Plumb scored the music for this cartoon. It was animated by Ray Patterson, Ed Barge, Kenneth Muse ...
The Missing Mouse - Wikipedia
The mouse created for the Apple Lisa was among the first commercial mice sold in the marketplace. Included
with the Lisa system in 1983, it was based on the mouse used in the 1970s on the Alto computer at Xerox
PARC.Unique to this mouse was the use of a steel ball, instead of the usual rubber found in subsequent and
modern mice.
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